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Vatic Note:   And we think this won’t happen here?  I can just see Texas now… streets littered with

bodies.  Who would have ever thought anyone could do what they did?  I honestly have to admit that I

was, not only completely ignorant of this, but of what “True evil” really is, until 9-11.  I thought I knew,

but found out I was seriously wrong.  This is one of the reasons I do what I do.

There is no way, we should allow ourselves to be manipulated into doing anything else to these people

in such a gruesome way.  If we do than we deserve what ever we get.  Never let the PTB  pit Muslim

against Christian or Palestinians against Americans and that includes all Middle east countries against

Americans.  Or Americans against Arabs and Muslims.  Now that I think about it, that goes for right

against left and vice versa.

Until you can experience or see the results of such evil, there is no way to comprehend something you

have never experienced; mans’ unfeeling inhumanity to man. Here is an example of what I mean… This

experience is what sent me down the rabbithole that landed me on this blog & studying the protocols of

the elders of Zion written long before this happened, outlining their intent to do exactly this decades

before they actually did it.  How can anyone look at this and not understand true evil does exist.
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How Israel came about and was reported back in the late 40′s early 50′s is completely different than

what the research proves, did happen.  You can guess my shock when I discovered all this in the past 11

years.  I suffered deep, severe, cognitive shock, got nauseous, vomited, had the shakes,  and could not

eat for the rest of the day.  I have gradually gotten desensitized to these atrocities and thus was able to

accept that Israel did 9-11.  No wonder, dispora and other Jews do not want to relocate to israel.  I do

not blame them one bit. 

Those real Jews who did relocate to Israel were used and abused as slaves, (VN: scroll  down past the

10 questions and read about this) to build the nation, and many returned to the arab countries they

came from, like Iraq and Iran.  What truly proves these Israeli’s are not real, is the fact they are willing

to nuke Iran, knowing full well, it has the largest Jewish population in the middle east outside of Israel.

How could they willingly kill millions of their own people after what they had already been through. 

These true Israelites said they were never included in the sense of family of Israel and knew these

pagans were not the returning dispora Jews, rather the Ashkenazi Jews who had no claim upon the

land, so they left Israel to the Satanic Khazars, and went back home to Iran and Iraq.

The Khazars were there to profit from it, rather than reclaim a homeland.  Israel is now more a

headquarters for their international mafia, engaged in criminal activities, than it is a true homeland,

otherwise how could they dig up the Israelites revered sages, to put in parking lots for profit and gain? 

You read and decide for yourselves. 

Evidence of Israeli Mass Murder Discovered

http://sjlendman.blogspot.com/2013/06/evidence-of-israeli-mass-murder.html

by Stephen Lendman, June 3, 2013

On June 1, Press TV headlined “Mass graves from 1948 war discovered in Jaffa.”

                                                           

Palestinian Jaffa is now Tel Aviv’s Jaffa

municipality. Six mass graves were discovered.

They contain remains of at least hundreds of

Palestinian victims.

These and other questions remain unanswered.

How many more mass graves are yet to be

discovered? How many never will be found? 

How many thousands of dead Palestinians remain

hidden? How many loved ones were lost? How

many surviving family members couldn’t bury

them respectfully? 

Why have responsible Israelis remained unaccountable? Why hasn’t the official historical record been

set straight? Why don’t lost Palestinian lives matter?

The Nakba was one of history’s great crimes. Much about it is known. Israeli historian Ilan Pappe

documented it. His book titled “The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine” explains. More on that below.

On May 29, the al-Aqsa Foundation for Endowment and Heritage reported the mass grave discovery. An

official said it came after ground caved in while workers carried out renovations.

According to Islamic Movement in Jaffa’s Sheikh Mohammed Najem: 

“During repair and maintenance (Kazkhana cemetery) work, we discovered nozzles to dig into the

ground where we found mass graves.” 

They included “hundreds of skeletons and human remains of rebels, martyrs and civilians who perished

during the Nakba.”

“The Kazkhana cemetery has exposed the historical facts that Israel has tried to hide and erase for

over 65 years relating to the massacres committed by Zionist gangs during the 1948 Palestinian

Nakba.”

“These mass graves have banished all doubts of the certainty of oral histories collected by historians

of people who lived through the Nakba of 1948 and parts of the war documenting massacres in Jaffa

and its suburbs.”

Al-Aqsa Foundation’s head of holy site files’ Abed al-Majid Ighbariya said:
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“The foundation will continue to conduct research and scientifically test the remains to send media

messages to the whole world that Israel is built on the skulls of the Palestinian people.”

Eighty-year old Atar Zeinab was teenaged at the time.

“I carried to the cemetery 60 bodies during a period of three or four months,” he said. “We used to

find the people in the street, and most of the time we didn’t know who they were.”

Bodies were dumped on top of each other. “We carried them early in the morning or in the night,” he

added. “We put women, children and men in the same place. Nobody prayed for these people.”

Israel wants them dead and buried out of sight and mind. It wants one of history’s greatest war crimes

whitewashed from the historical record. It wants historic Palestine exclusively for Jews. 

It wants a Greater Israel established. It wants land in bordering countries stolen. It wants their people

banished, slaughtered or exploited. It wants other Middle East/North African countries balkanized for

easier control. (VN: well, we already know that since that is exactly what has happened over the

past couple of years. What this kind of information has taught me is that we, the American people,

have to change the way we see things and how we think, if we are ever going to successfully deal

with these people.  When dealing with true psychopaths, nothing will work that fits within our

normal paradigm for dealing with criminals. We must make a decision, “Do we want to succeed and

reclaim our country, or do we want to end up like this photo above?”  Its a legit question and the

answer, I am afraid, will probably change your life, one way or the other, and that of your families.)

It wants unchallenged regional dominance. It believes might justifies right. On November 2, 1917, UK

Foreign Secretary Arthur James Balfour’s Declaration “establish(ed) in Palestine (a) home for the Jewish

people.”

Doing so made Nakba slaughter possible. Pappe documented Israel’s master plan. War without mercy

was launched. Genocidal ethnic cleansing slaughtered or displaced about 800,000 Palestinians.

Over 530 villages were destroyed. So were 11 urban areas in Tel Aviv, Haifa, Jerusalem and elsewhere.

Israel stole 78% of historic Palestine. In 1967, it took the rest. 

In 1947, the UN declared Jerusalem an international city. It remains so under a UN trusteeship. Israel

claims it as its exclusive capital. It does so lawlessly. It spurns most all vital rule of law principles. It

mocks democratic values. It’s done so from inception.

UN Resolution 181 called for an Independent Arab state by October 1, 1948. All governments were told

to “refrain from taking any action which might hamper or delay” its establishment.

The Security Council was mandated to take “the necessary measures as provided for in the plan for its

implementation.” Doing so was to assure “a just and lasting peace….”

Israel intervened belligerently. Leaders able to prevent it did nothing. Some offered support. Peace

remains elusive. Palestine’s still occupied. Millions of oppressed Palestinians await justice. Diaspora

ones can’t return.

Genocidal war crimes remain unaccountable. Daily crimes against humanity compound them.

Washington and other Western countries aid and abet them. International tribunals ignore them.

Zionism’s 19th century inception began things. In 1895, founder Theodor Herzl said: 

“We must expropriate gently the private property on the state assigned to us. We shall try to spirit the

penniless population across the border by….denying it employment in our country.”

Detailed information on all Arab villages and urban communities was compiled. Doing so let Zionists

know what to colonize and where.

Palestinian leaders were targeted for elimination. In 1947 and 1948, they were arrested and summarily

executed. After ethnically cleansing Palestine, David Ben-Gurion said:

“We have come and we have stolen their country….We must do everything to insure they never do

return.”  

Years earlier, he wrote his son, saying, “We will expel the Arabs and take their places….with the force

at our disposal.”

He did it by depopulation, mass slaughter, and erasing centuries of Palestine’s landscape, proud history

and culture. It remains in the collective memories and consciousness of survivors and offspring.

Israel exploits the Jewish holocaust. Former Israeli official Abba Eban once said “There’s no business

like Shoah business.” It explains the myth of unique Jewish suffering. 

Ignored is how Israel treats Palestinians. It’s been ongoing over 65 years. It shows no sign of ending.

Hundreds of thousands of Palestinians perished. Millions suffer today. 

Crimes of war, against humanity and genocide remain unaccountable. Palestine’s liberating struggle

continues.

Stephen Lendman lives in Chicago. He can be reached at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net. 

His new book is titled “Banker Occupation: Waging Financial War on Humanity.”

http://www.claritypress.com/LendmanII.html

Visit his blog site at sjlendman.blogspot.com. 

Listen to cutting-edge discussions with distinguished guests on the Progressive Radio News Hour on the

Progressive Radio Network.

It airs Fridays at 10AM US Central time and Saturdays and Sundays at noon. All programs are archived

for easy listening.

http://www.progressiveradionetwork.com/the-progressive-news-hour 
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In their drive to gain control of not only the part of Palestine allocated to the Jewish State under UN

Resolution 181, but also land allocated to the Palestinian State, the Zionist forces committed the

following massacres:

Al-Tira Massacre: December 1947

Haifa Oil Refinery Massacre: December 1947

Balad el-Sheikh Masacre: December 1947

Yehiday Massacre: December 1947

Khisas Massacre: December 1947

Qazaza Massacre: December 1947

Jaffa Massacre: January 1948

Semiramis Hotel (Jerusalem) Massacre: January 1948

Sa’sa’ Massacres: February and October 1948

Cairo-Haifa Train Massacre: March 1948

al-Lajjun Massacre: April 1948

Deir Yasin Massacre: April 1948

Qaluniya Massacre: April 1948

Ayn el-Zaytoun Massacre: May 1948

Abu Shusha Massacre: May 1948

al-Tantura Massacre: May 1948

Beit Daras Massacre: May 1948

Lydda Massacre: July 1948

al-Dawayima: Massacre October 1948

Safsaf Massacre: October 1948

Saliha Massacre: October 1948

Eilaboun Massacre: October 1948

Hula Massacre: October 1948…

For a chronology of key events in the history of Palestine which led to these massacres and to the

Palestinian Nakba, please log on to:

http://www.alnakba.org/chronology/chronology.htm

The article is reproduced in accordance with Section 107 of title 17 of the Copyright Law of the United

States relating to fair-use and is for the purposes of criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching,

scholarship, and research.

Source: http://vaticproject.blogspot.com/2013/06/evidence-of-israeli-mass-murder-of.html

Source: http://vaticproject.blogspot.com/2013/06/evidence-of-israeli-mass-murder-of.html
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el5z
This has been going on for a long time, it’s just that the jew owned media don’t want to give the grisly
details.
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SadAngL0777
They were expelled from their own land,forced into slavery,thus the Jewish Holocaust,the UN allows
them back into their BIRTHRIGHT,Jerusalem always being their capitol,the holy site ordained since
they left slavery from Egypt,how do you know who is Muslem and who is Jewish,from pics of old
bones? Couldnt they be part of the Jews killed from when they were under captivity,forced AGAIN
into slavery by Germany ? How were they supposed to get their land back? And how do you know
who is fake and who is real Jew when they have no temple to pray and offer sacrifice for their sins?
They did no more than what the white people from England came over and massacered Indians in
America. Its ALL wrong,so why point the finger only at them? The whole world is guilty of War
Crimes…God have mercy on us ALL!
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Mr A Hole - PHD, BSE, HN51, ADHD hons. DVT HIV
You are so correct. It is all wrong.

However we can only deal in the present and future. What the Zionists are doing globally
is nothing more than terraforming humanity into their version of slavery.

Regardless of where they are from and what book they follow. They are today’s global
enemy.
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amy2x
There never was a Palestinian people or a nation called Palestine. The Arabs invented the term after
the fact. The so-called Palestinians lived mostly in Jordan and Syria. Yasser Arafat, the former Nazi
trained leader of the so-called “Palestinians,” was actually an Egyptian!
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berserker
Silly hyperbole, next you’ll quote a “land without a people blah blah. JEW LIES.”
Here: Jewmerica, Das land der angst, die juden sind unser ungluck.
AmeriKa was firmly declared occupied with Kennedy assassination. Johnson, jew along
with his criminal cohorts in u.s.gov.jew/zionist have all helped springboard Israhell with
UNDECLARED nukes, UN, a Jewish construct, to subjugate goyim planet earth to JWO.
Anybody not brainwashed can research all this.
http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=64800
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Mitch
THIS IS AN ABSOLUTE LIE…THE ONLY FOOLS STUPID ENOUGH TO BUY INTO THIS REFUSE
TO ACCEPT THE EVIDENCE FOR THE HOLOCAUST WHICH HAS ACTUAL BOATLOADS OF
EVIDENCE……
For the few of you who have personal integrity and desire truth
Spend a couple of days reading these links and you’ll see how you’ve been decieved:
http://honestreporting.com/
…and…
http://bit.ly/18lQ8XX
To the rest of you pseudo-intellectual asshats….believe what you want….you aren’t smart enough to
comprehend facts anyway.
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Anonymous
lets say youre right.. and there was a holocaust…

you think that justifies this?
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theres plenty of evidence of atrocities committed by you..

you cant defend the indefensible.

youre sick
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